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Abstract

This report presents a method £or estimating benefits accruing from
implementation of acoustical performance requirements for new buildingo. The
method nan be applied to a wide range of environmental noise conditions and
noise isolation raqulrementa for building envelopes. Benefits are estimated

I based upon the distribution of populatlon_th outdoor noise level and the

-:'. i[ noise isolation provided by the buildLng envelope. A method Is described for
eutlmatln 8 noise isolation provided performance of e_stlng constr_ction
based upon local conditions.

Koy _ords: acoustical deslgn; benefit analysis; buildlng codss;
model code; noise control; noise impact; outdoor-_ndoor
noise isolation.
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This report is one of two NBS research reports describing models for assessing
.. the cost and the benefits of implementation of noise control requirements in

.... building codes, The research leading to thin report was conducted by the
: Building Acoustics Group in the Center for Building TechnologT, National

:: ._ Engineering Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards. This r_seareh
was sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise
Abatement and Control (0NAC) under Interagency Agreement No. AD-13-F-I-507-0p
"Model guildlng Code Benefits Study" dated February 1981.
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_'_ 1.0 INTRODUCTION

i.i Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report is to present a uniform method for estimating

1 benefits of incorporating noise control requirements for new residential and
!

educational buildings. The primary benefits that may be estimated 'using this

model are those accruing from noise isolation requirements for the building

envelope. Benefits related to noise isolation requirements for interior

partitions and floor/ceillng assemblies and mechanical equipment noise can

only he addressed in general terms.

The costs related to achieving the benefits described in this report are

not addressed. These costs maybe estimated using the methodology described

in Reference i.

©
_ To illustrate the use of the benefit model, a particular noise control

code, called the Model Noise Control Code (MNCC), is used. This proposed

: 1 model node was developed under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental

I Protection Agency (2,3). Unique to the MNCC are the variable performance

requirements based upon expected noise levels surrounding the buildings in

question. In contrast, current building noise control provisions in the

Appendix of the Uniform Ruildln_ Code are fixed performance requirements

independent of the outdoor noise surrounding the building (4). As

described in the _CC documentation, the MNCC provisions could be

nubstituted for the current building noise control provisions contained

in the Appendix, Chapter 35, "Sound Transmission Control," of the Uniform

r Buildin_ Code. The performance requirements of the MNCC are restricted to
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residential and educational buildings.

The benefit model described in this report may be used to assess

alternative noise isolation requirements for any proposed level of

isolation. The model requires input data based upon local conditions at a

, future point in time. These data define the distribution of population with

: outdoor noise levels and the noise isolation performance of existlng local

.: construction. If noise isolation data are not available, a method 18

descrlbed for estimating the required data based upon local considerations.

1.2 Organization

Section 2 of this report begins with an overview of the specific

provisions of the acoustical performance code used to Illustrate the model_

the MNCC, and identifies the types of buildings affected by each provision.

{_' The detailed acoustical performance requirements specified by the MNCC

provisions ore presented in tabular form and interpreted.

Section 3 is an overview of the benefit model. A benefit, as defined for this

model, is a decrease in noise impact. The decrease is measured relative

to continued use of existing construction and is attributable to the noise

control provisions being considered. Th_ data requirements co use the

model are described and the classification of the benefits are discussed.

Since the reader may not be familiar with noise impact assessments, the

necessary considerations are presented.

Section 4 is suideline to the steps necessary to conduct a benefit

k._ analysis using the model. These guidelines ore necesscrily general since

the model's format allows the user to incorporate local data at various

levels of detail.



Section 5 is a very detailed example of a benefit analysis using the model

{_ and the _CC provisions. The example is an estimate of benefits for the

United States' population resulting from implementing the F_CC requirements.

This example considers only highway traffic noise. However_ the detailed

discussions in the example indicates tabular formats and data summaries that

: apply to all local conditions. •

There are three appendixes to this report. Appendix A is a brief

discussion of the methodology used to conduct a noise impact estimate.

Appendix B presents a method for estimating the noise isolation performance

of existing sons,rustles incorporating local conditions. This method may

] be used if local data are not available. Appendix C is a blank copy of

a worksheet that is useful in conducting the benefit analysis.

'_ 2.0 _[ODEL NOISE CONTROL CODE PROVISIONS

This section reviews the provisions of the _OC used to illustrate the

benefit assessment method and identifies the building types and major building

envelope components affected by those provisions. The purpose here is to

provide the render with a brief description of the }_CC seetlons which are

specifically addressed by the methodology. For more elaborate details on

these MNCC provisions, the reports prepared for the Envlronmental Protection

Agency should be consulted (2,3).

2.1 Outdoor Nolae leolatlon and Acoustlcal Privacy

Table 2.1 presents the titles of the four MNCO provls_ons and indicates

the building types affected by each. The first two provisions, Outdoor

Noise Isolation and Acoustical Privacy, both govern the transmission of

airborne _oise into end within buildings. It Is expected that these



Table 2.1 Model Noiae Control Previsions Developed by golt_ Beranek, and Newman, Inc.

Provision Buildin_s Affeete,d a

Outdoor Noise Isolation (sea. 3507) R E.,

Acoustical Privacy (sea. 3504) R E

I Impact Noise Isolation (see. 3505) R

•[ Mechanical Equipment Noise (see, 3506) R E

f a Key: R - Hultifamily high-rise, low-rise, and townhouse buildings.
E a All educational bulldinss.

b also applies to slnEle family dwellings

Table 2.2 Model Noise Control Code gpeai£iostiona (Decibels) for Outdoor Noise

I Isolation and Acoustical Privacy
; If Outdoor Outdoor- Nolae • Acoustical Privacy

! Day-Night Isolation (aec. 3504)
! _ Sound Level ....(see. 3507) Ji

0 > < Outside to Inside a Public To Private To
Prlvate b Prlvate b

50 55 60

50 55 - 50 55

55 60 - 45 50

60 65 20 40 45

65 70 25 40 45

70 75 30 _0 45

75 80 35 40 45

80 *****CONSTRUCTION PROHIBITEDk****e**************

• The differeneej in decibels, between the outdoor equivalent A-weighted sound
level and the corresponding equivalent A-weighted sound level in the receiving

apace. Denoted by _LA in this report.

b The Normalized Sound Level Difference as defined in Reference 2, p. 29. The
MNCC recommends that these values be increased 5 dB when using STC as the

",---.' design requirement.
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_'_ provisions would account for most of the beneflts resulting from

widespread adoption of the HNCC. The acoustical provisions contained in

building codes today are generally presented in terms of a fixed acoustical

performance requirement (5). In contrast, the airborne noise requirements

of the l_CC vary as a function of the outdoor acoustical environment. This

acoustical envlron_ent is measured in decibels of outdoor day-nlght sound

level which is defined as "...the equlvalent A-wslghted sound level during

a 24-hour period with l0 doclbels added to the equfvalent A-walghted

I sound level during the nighttime hours (i0:00 p.m. to 7_00 a.m.) (6).

The Outdoor Noise Isolation provision (sectlon 3507) imposes outdoor noise

I isolation requirements on the exterior shell of the building. It affects both
residential and educational buildings exposed to outdoor day-nlght sound

_ levels I greater than 60 dg. As indicated in table 2.2, the outdoor noise

isolation requirements vary directly with changes in the outdoor sound levels.

The Acoustical Privacy provision (section 3504) imposes performance

requirements for airborne noise transmission reductions for multifamily

resldentlal and educational buildings. These noise transmission reduction

requirements distinguish two types of acoustical privacy by building

separations (e.g., floore/ceillngs or interior walls): I) Interior Private

to Private dwelling unit separations (party walls); and 2) Interior Publle

to private dwelling unit neparatlons.

J

_' 1 The term "levels" refers to the 24 hour day-nlgh_ sound level.



These requirements vary inversely with changes in the outdoor sound

_'_ level within a range from 60 dg end lower. These requirements, however,

i become constant above 60 dB. '.

I

I The predominant construction cost impacts of the performance requirements

• I for Outdoor Noise Isolation and Acoustical Privacy given in table 2.2 effect

five different building components. 1 Table 2.3 lists these components and

indicates which provisions affect each component. The exterior walls are

affucL_d by tl*_ Outdoor Noise Isolation provision. Windows and doors are

affected by both provisions. Interior walls and floor/ceillng assembles

are affected only by the Aeoutlcnl Privacy provision (i). The benefits

accruing from the Outdoor Noise Isolation provisions may be quantified using

the model described in this report,

{,_. 2.2 Impact Noise Isolation and Mechanical Equipment Noise

_The other two provisions listed on table 2.1 are Impact Noise

Xsolatlon and Mechanical Equipment Noise. The Impact Noise Isolation

provision (section 3505) calls for prescriptive compliance with a

Construction Handbook of approved designs for impact noise rsduetlon. 2

This provision could not be addressed by the methodology presented in this

report because the proposed Construction Handbook of acceptable designs

has not yet been prepared. It this provision were implemented it would

primarily affect multlfamily residential buildings.

ITha Outdoor Noise Isolation requirement may also affect the construction cost

of roofs. This component is not included in the analysls since its impact on

the entire cost of a hlgh-rlse building is likely to be minimal. Further, the
increment in bencflts may not be significant.

2For Justification of the use of prescriptive rather than performance require-

.: ,_ _ents for Impact Noise Isolatlos see Reference 2, p. 45.

i'
i"



The fourth provision addresses Mechanical Equipment Noise (section 3506).

This provision requires that both multifsmily residential and educational
..

buildings control the noise transmission of various building machinery

aud appliances.

,_ The Mechanical Equipment Noise provision specifies that the A-Weighted

sound levels produced by the operation of mechanical equipmen_ be no greater

than 45 dB in any dwelling unit or guest room. It also specifies that

operation of appliances produce an A-weighted sound level no more than 70 dB

and food waste disposals no more than 88 dB.

7_

i:

:_I ,_} Tablo 2.3 Major Building Components Affected by the Outdoor Noise Isolation
and Acoustical Privacy Provisions of the MNCC.

Outdoor Noise Acoustical

Buildina Component Isolation Provision Prlvncy Provision

Exterior Walls X 4

Windows X X i

Doors X X

Interior Walls (Partitions) X

Floor/Collins Assemblies X
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3,0 OVERVIEW OF M_THODOLOGY

_'_. The model described in this report attempts to quantify benefits attributable

to implementetion of noise control requirements in building =ode_. This section

; describes an over_iew of the model and the type of benefits addressed. The

following section presents more detail concerning the application of tile

model to local conditions. Since the model incorporates many detailed

steps that are influenced by local conditions a detailed eMampls is presented

! in Section 5.

i 3.1 Definition of Benefit
{

[ This model attempts to quantify non-economlc benefits that may hei

I assigned to a se&-ment of the population within a community. The population

considered in the analysis is the population residing in new constructlon

at future points in tim_. The model is based upon the recognition that noise

6_ can cause an adverse environmental impact on this population (7), As a

result, a "h_nefit" estimated using this model is defined as a mitigation

of adverse envirom_ental noise impact. This definition establishes the

framework of the model - the estimation of environmental noise impact

on a segment of the population.

Accepted techniques are available for conducting environmental noise

impact assessments (6). These techniques are applied in this model, The

application, however, required an extension of _hese techniques to

_easrporate the effect of noise isolation provided by the building

construction, The basic steps in the noise impact analysis are quite

simple: l) determine the population affected by the proposed action,

2) determine =he noise exposure of this population, and 3) estimate the

k_
noise impact, To evaluate the benefits Or reduction in the noise impact,



it is necessary to establish a bench-mark for comparisons. The

_'_'- bench-mark is the "no action" alternative and for this model corresponds

to no change in the building codes to incorporate noise control

requirements. Appendix A briefly describes the accepted methodology for

conducting noise impact assessmmnts.

3.2 Data Required

• As stated above, three steps ere required to determine the noise impact

for both the no action alternative and the alternative of implementing

noise control requirements. To obtain a quantitative estimate of either

noise impact or benefits, it is necessary to obtain looal data for input

into the model. Thes_ data correspond to population projections, future

noise environment, and the noise isolation performance of existing

construction. The aggregation of these local data is the most important

and rims-consuming task for any benefit assessment. Much of the data will

be available through local planning activities, however, and it is only

necessary to aggre&ate the data in the format required by the Modei.

Based upon the available information, the data format is dictated by the

noise isolation performance of the existing construction.

3.2.1 Buildin S Envelope Noise Isolation Performs,co. One very important

aspect of noise control requirements for building construction is the

npeclflcatlon of the outdoor-to-lndoor noise isolation of the building

envelope. One measure of the mnvelope noise isolation performaoce is the

A-welghted sound level difference. This is n single number characterizing

the envelop_ performance and 18 the requirement used in the Model Noise

Contzol Code (MNCC) described in Section 2 (see Table 2.2). This requirement



is based upon the outdoor day-nlght sound level expected at the building site.

-- However, the "defacto" building envelope noise level reduction or noise

isolatlon performance, as measured by the A-welghted sound level difference,

depends upon the dominant source of outdoor environmental noise. The

technical basle for this dlstlnctios is discussed in Appendix B.

One characteristic of this haneflt model is that it allows the

conslderatlon of dlfferen_ sources of sutdoar noise to be incorporated _nto

the assessment of beneflts. Thla is achieved by attributing different

noise isolation performance estimates for the building envelope on the basle

of the dominant source of outdoor noise. These performance estlmates apply

to ezlstlng construetlon and are described in Appendix B. The three

dominant outdoor noise soexce categorles addressed in Appendix B are i)

alrcrafg nolse, 2) highway traffic noise and 3) urban noise.

,©
As a result_ the model may incorporate an assessment of benefits

accruing to three population categorles: 1) population exposed mainly to

aircraft nolee, 2) population exposed mainly to highway traffic nolae, and

3) population exposed to "urban noise."

As described in the example benefit analysis in Section 5, the model

Esquires an estlmats af the distribution of the building envelope noise

level reduction for axlstlng construction. This distribution may be baaed

upon availahle local data. In the absence of local data, the methodology

of Appendix B may be used to obtain an satlmate appropriate ta the local

eond_tlons. This estimate is, however_ an approximation.



3.2.2 .population Noise Exposure. The most important input for a noise

impact assessment is the estimation of population noise exposure. This

_'_ estimate is a data aggregation that assigns or distributes the population to

the range of environmental noise in the community. This estimatd requires

i
a knowledge of the noise axposurs of land areas and the population residing

i
r in these land areas. Slnee this benefit model addresses new construction

at a future point i_i time, the population noise exposure estimates' are
+.

based upon future land developmsnt and the future noise levels. The }_CC

requirements specify that the noise control requirements be established on

th_ basis of future noise levels end provide methods for predicting these

levels (2,3).

The forma= of the population noise exposure data required by the

benefit model is illustrated in TaSle_ 5.2 through 5.7 in the example benefit

analysis. Such data may be ohtalned, for example, from local authorities

i_ or Federal agencies. The recently enacted Part 150 of the Federal Aviation

Administration regulations require airport operators to deter=ins the

aircraft noise impact for land areas aurroundlng airports (8). These data

will be in a format dlrestly applicable to thla bsneflt model. Est_atss

of land e_|posure to future levels of highway traffic noise may be obtained

from environmental impact statements of major highway projects.

The benefit model requires an estimate of future population noise

exposure at levels of environmental noise equal to or 8rester than a

day-nlght sound level of 55 dB. These data are aggregated into intervals

of noise exposure. The intervals used by the model are 5 dg intervals as

renom_ended for noise impact estimates (sea Appendix A and Reference 6).
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Since the modal allows the consideration of different outdoor noise

- sources, the population noise exposure data should he aggregated on this

basis. The envelope noise reduction levels for aircraft noise are
I

appropriate for land areas around airports. The envelope noise reduction

levels for highway traffic noise ere appropriate for land areas adjacent to

interstate h_Ehways and major arterlals. The envelope noise reduc_olOn

levels for urban noise environments is appropriate to land areas on local

streets away from other major noise sourcma. The extent of detail to

incorporate imto the local heneflt analysis using the present model is entirely

a local decision. It is essential however, to understand that the population

noise e_posure data are aggregated on the basis of the expented noise

envlronmeet.

3.3 Classification of Benefits

C)
The benefits accruing from implementation of noise control requirements

may be classified ancordlng to the interior noise environment in the

living unit. The interior noise environment is comprised of three

components: i) interior noise due to outdoor noise, 2) interior noise due

to sources in other living units, and 3) interior nolae generated within

the living unit. These components are discussed in relation to the MNCC

requirements.

3.3.1 Envelope Noise Isolation. The envelope noise isolation performance

applies to all residential and educational construction and determines theImterlor moise due to outdoor noise souroea. This component of the

i interior noise envirohment may be quantified _slng exlstln E measures of

_._ noise ;L_pact end is the component of interior noise used in this benefit

model. For higher levels of outdoor noise the _CC requires increasedi

i



envelope noise isolation performance (see Table 2.2),

3.3.2 Interior Wall Noise _solstlon. The interior wall noise isolation

_ performance of the _CC applies to multi-family residential and educational

construction. The code requirements specify an increased interior wal_ noise

isolation per£ormance for decreasin_ levels of outdoor noise (see Table 2.2).

This requirement is the most important aspect of tile MNCC specifications

and is Lhe most difficult to evaluate quantitatively on the basis of

potential benefits. For a benefit ana]ysis one must quantify the noise

sources On a consistent basis. Hence, it Is necessary to assess the levels

of interior noise generated by neighbors. 0nly a very limited data base

e_ists for estimating these levels (7,9), Further, the interior wall

noise isolation requirements apply mainly to the population exposed to outdoor

day-nlght sound levels below 60 dB. This is a very large segment of the

_'_J total population. As s result, even a small change in interior noise

attributable to sources in other living units would result in a large

noise impact estimate. Hence any inaccuracies in estimating the level of

interior noise would result in, perhaps, meaningless benefit estimates.

For these reasons, the present model cannot address benefits - which may be

substantlal-attributable to the interior wall noise isolation requirements,

3.3.3 Internal Noise• The MNCC provisions specify levels of interior noise

attributable to mechanleal equipment and appliances. The considerations for

conductln_ a benefit analysis attributable to this requirement are identical

to those described in Section 3.3.2. and are not addressed by the present

mod_l.



3.3.4 .Impact Noise. The MNCC uses a prescriptive rather than a performance

requirement for impact noise isolation (see Sec. 2.2). FurLher, with

f'_ present-day knowledge, it is difficult Ko assess benefits attributable to

abatement of impact noise (10). For these reasons this model does not attempt

to assess these benefits. The slSnlflcance of impact noise reduction is,

however, very great in relation to occupant's satisfaction with their living

environment (i0). "

3.4 Benefit Tim_-Stre_m Analysls

Noise impacts and benefits will vary from year to year. For example,

a fi_ed population exposed to increasln_ levels of environmental noise

represent an increasing noise _pact. Similarly, an increasing population

exposed to e constant level of environmental noise represeats an increasing

noise impact. The first situation may correspond to a reslden_lal development

adjacent to a highway that experiences an ever-lncreasln 8 traffic flow

,: _'_ with the attendant increasing noise levels. The second example corresponds

to development of land for residential use adjacent to a major hlghway carrying

:_ s constant tzafflc flow. A molse impact assessment must account for these

_ long-termtime-varylng characteristics. Since the benefits depend upon

! the melee impacts for the no-action sod the impla_entatlon alternatives,

. {

the estimated benefits will also vary with time. These considerations ere

discussed in thls section. The benefit model may be used to estimate these

Cime-varying effects at future points in time.

Figure _.l illustrates the general charac_erlstlce of a no_se impact

estimate with time. The vertical scale is a "molse impact indlcator" which

is a numerical valu_ that _st_bllshes the noise impact (6,7,11), The

horlzontal stale is ti_e measured in years, Two noise impact curves are

k._ indicated in Figure 3.1: the no-action alternatlve and an alternative

t

representing the implementation of noise control requirements on a product.

'i
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The no-actlon alternative simulates the continued production and use of

the product in the present-day condition. In Figure 3.1, the "present day"

is a point in time before the year YI" In relation to implementing noise

control requirements in buildings, the "product" is, of course,'

building construction.

The solid llne represents the noise impact related to the no_oction

alternative and is shown increasing with time. The slope of this llne

represents the rate of increase of the noise impact. In relation to the

present model, this rate of increase corresponds to both the population

in a community moving into new construction and increased exposure to

environmental noise.

The dashed line represents the noise impact related to _plementing

noise control. The difference between these two lines is the "benefit" of

_i noise control, The numbers B1 and B 2 in Figure 3.1 are benefit estimates

at future points in time. Since _he dashed line is below the solid line,

these benefits are positive numbers indicating a positive benefit of

implemen_ing noise control. The benefit model described in this report

is simply a method of computing points on the lines corresponding to the

no-action alternative and the implementation of noise control requirements

for building construction.

l In Figure 3.1, the year Y1 represents the future point in time at

which products featuring noise control enter service. The year Y2 represents

the future point in time at which all products _n service feature noise

cent;el. Beyond the year Y2 the noise control requirements ars fully

effective since they apply to ell products either in service or enteringk_
sel-v_ee.



In relation to implementing noise control requirements in building codes,

the tlme-span between initiating the requirements, year ¥i in Figure 3.1,

and achieving total effectiveness, year Y2' is the time requir@d to totally

replace all buildings in a community. Obviously, this time-span is beyond

the life of the population. Hence, the benefits that may be estimated

at a future point in time within the planning framework of a community will
..

always be less then the ult_ate benefits that can be expected to accrue to

future generations.

4.0 ESTIMATION OF BENEFITS

This section is a guideline for estimating benefits of implementing

noise control requirements for building codes using local data. A detailed

discussion is not preeentnd in this section but is included in the following

section relative to an e_ample benefit analysis. In order to estimate a

_i_ benefit it is not necessary to conduct a complete time-sires m analysis I

an indicated in Figure 3.1. It is only necessary to estimate, at a

selected future point in time, the proportion of population residing in

new construction built under e_isting code requirements and populstlon

residing iu new construction built under the code provisions corresponding

to impleme_tatlon of noise control requirements.

4.1 Selecting the Time Frame,

An recommended by th_ implementation manual for the MNCC, a 20 year

future point in time may he used to estimate the noise impact (3). This

20 year time is measured from the time at which the noise control

requirements are initiated (year Yl' in _ig. 3.1). From thin point in time

it is necessary to estimate the population that will eventually occupy the new

i ' k_. aonntruetlon and the distribution of this population with the outdoor day-nlght

!,



sound level. Since the noise impact assessment must include all population

exposed to indoor noise levels above 42.5 dB, it is necessary to estimate

the porportion of the population that resides in buildings exempted from the

noise isolation requirement and the population residing in buildings

requiring a specified level of noise control. (The 42.5 dB indoor

criterion for determining noise impact is discussed in Appendix A_

4.2 Populsticn Noise Exposure Distributions

As discussed in Section 3.2.2 it is necessary to aggregate population

data by the estimated level of noise _posure_ _nd if requiredt the

agEregation may be further refined by the dominant source of outdoor noise

(see Section 3.2.1).

4.3 Noise Isolation Performance of Existing Construction

4_ The noise isolation performance of existing construction may be estimated

using _he methodology in Appendlx B or may be based upon available local data.

As described in Section 3.2.1, these data are in the form of a distribution

sad may be further refined by categories of dominant outdoor noise source.

4.4 Worksheet Format

A worksheet has been developed to assist in conducting the noise impact

estimate. A blank sample of this worksheet is presented in Appendix C. A

worksheet must be filled out for each population distribution described in

Section 4.1 and 4.2, the appropriate noise isolation distribution described

in Section 4.3, and the noise control requirements being implemented. (The

example in Section 5 illustrates this process.) The _equired calculations

are then conducted usins the worksheet.



4.5 Noise Impact Estimates

/-_ The baseline or no action alternative noise impact estimate is determined

from the worksheets by the combination of population distributions to outdoor

noise and the envelope noise level reduction distributions for existing

i construction. Two noise impact estimates are obtained from each worksheet:

i

i impact due to population exposure at outdoor noise levels end impact doe to

, population exposure at indoor noise levels. The final noise impact

estimates are obtained by summing the outdoor noise impacts for all

categories of outdoor noise sources and by summing the indoor noise impacts

for ell categories of outdoor noise sources•

For the noise control alternative, an identical set of calculations is

performed with the only extension being that impacts must be estimated

separately for the population residing in new construction exempted from

<_ noise control (outdoor levels below 60 dB) and the population residing in new

construction requiring noise control (outdoor levels above 60 dB). The 60

dg limit refered to is the limit specified by the MNCC and is used here to

denote the separetlon of population categories. The model allows the user

to select ether limits if so desired.

4.6 Determination of Net Benefits

The result of the calculations described in Section 4.5 is two sets

of mumbers thet estimate the noise impact in e future year. One set of

n_bers represents the noise impact based upon popalation eXposure at

outdoor levels for the no action and the noise control alternative. The

difference between those two numbers (no action _slue less noise control

value) represents the benefit to the population based upon exposure st

k._ outdoor noise levels.' This estimate is required since the MNCC provisions

prohibit construction in land areas exposed to outdoor day-night levels
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ezceeding 80 dB.

The other set of numbers represents the noise impact base_ upon

population exposure at indoor noise levels for the no action and the noise

control alternative. The difference between these two numbers represents

the benefit to the population based upon exposure at indoor nolse levels.

This benefit is expected to be the major benefit resulting from implementation

of the outdoor noise isolation requirements of the _CC.

4.7 Evaluation of Benefits for Alternative Levels of Envelope Noise Isolation

The benefit model may be used to estimate alternative levels of building

envelope noise isolation than the levels prescribed by the Model Noise

Control Code described in Section 2. The brief guidelines in this section

are the general steps required to conduct a benefit analysis. The

following section presents a detailed example illustratln E the many

(_ considerations and steps described above using the HNCC provisions as the

example of noise cun£rol requirements.

5.0 EXAMPLE OF A BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section presents an example of a benefit analysis of implementing

noise isolation requirements for building envelopes. The outdoor noise

isolation provisions (see. 3507) of the MNCC are used as the example

requirements. An estimate of abe national population exposure to hiEhway

traffic noise Is used as the basis for determining ezpected benefits. A

tlme-stream benefit analysis is used to illustrate the time effects of

implementln E the noise isolation provisions.

: ,_ Each step in this example is discussed so that the basic considerations

may be clearly understood. These steps are identical to those required to
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conduct a similar analysis at a local level using data appropriate to the

community.

5.1 Population Distributions

The first step in the benefit analysis is the estimation of population

distribution with respect to the outdoor day-nlght sound level. Ldn O.

Table 5-1 presents an estimate for the distribution of the natlon_l population

noise exposure due to highway traffic noise (12) 1. This estimate assumes that

highway traffic noise remains unregulated and that the national population

increases at a rate based upon historical trends. It is beyond the scope of

this example to further describe the basis for the Table 5-1 estimate.

However. the format of the data will be described since local data aggregations

should follow a similar format.

;!
_ Each entry in Table 5-i is a population estimate with the columns

_-_, representing years. In this example, five year increments are used beginning

with the reference year 1980 through the year 2010. The first six rows of

Table 5-1 indicate intervals of outdoor day-nlght sound level. Ldn O. These

intervals cover the range of 55 dB through 85 dB in 5 dB intervals corresponding

to the _CC specifications in Table 2.2. The last four rows are sugary

entries indicating the population dlstr_bution to ranges of outdoor day-!

night sound levels. The last row is the total population estimate.

Since benefits resulting from implementing any building code requirement

applying to new construction can only be attributed to the population residing

in the new construction, it is necessary to estimate this _egment of the

population. To do this, the change in population distribution is required.

k._. 1 All tables in this section are included at the end of the section for easy
reference with the text.



The estimated change in population distribution in future years relative

_'_ to the reference year (1980) is easily obtained from the Table 5-1 data.

The result is presented in Table 5.2.

il
!i[

i! The next step is to estimate the proportion of the population that will

i reside in new construction and the time sequence for implementatio N of the

noise control requirements. Estimates of population increases residing in

new construction may he obtained based upon construction trends and

averages of occupancy per type of llvln 8 unit. For the purposes of

this example, it will he assumed that the total population change resides

in new housing. However, based upon local cosdltlons, it may be desirable

to adjust the data for distribution between existing construction and new

construction. The time sequence for implementing noise control requlrememts

presents a similar consideration and will he emphasized in the present example.

The following implementation scenario is used to illustrate the

considerations. First, it is assumed that all new construction through the

!; year 1985 complies with "current building code" requirements. That is,

the outdoor-lndoor noise isolation corresponds to e_Isting construction

performance. Beginning in 1985 through 1990 a transltlos occurs such that

at the end of 1990 half of the population increase for this time period

resides in new constructlom conforming to the MNCC requirements and the

other half resides in new construction conformln 8 with the "current

building code." Finally, it is assumed that all new constructlon beyond

1990 conforms with the MNCC requirements. (It is emphasized that this

implemsmtatlom sc_nnrlo is an example and it is resogmlzed that a natlosal

implementation based upon consensus standards is difficult - if not

impossible - to formulate. The example, however, does illustrate the



steps required to evaluate benefits based upon local considerations.)
C"

,,

Table 5.3 illustrates =he effect of the above scenarlo on the population

distribution with outdeor day-night sound level. Several details in

Table 5.3 must be mentioned since they reflect the HNCC requlrementa.

First, two segments of the population are identified for each year, in the

analysis: population residing in new construction complying wlth current

building codes (CBC) and construction complying with the Model Noise Control

Code (_CC). This dlstlaction is necessary since _be beneflts must be

compared to the "baseline" alternative of not adopting the MNCC requirements.

The first note concerning the data entries in Table 5.3 is that the

segment of the population exposed to outdoor eolee in the 55-60 dB interval

is allocated to the "current building code" column, The reason for thls is

_/_ that the MNCC allows "existing construction" for these condlt_onn. Next,

it should be noted that beginning in 1995 and beyond, no population in

allocated to the 80 to 85 dB tense other than the population allowed

under "current buildln B code" requirements prior to 1990. For the

population increases in the 80 to 85 dB range indicated in Table 5,2, the

changes in population have been allocated to the 75-80 dB range for MNCC

requirements in 1995 and beyond. This allocation reflects the "construction

prohibited" requirement of the MNCC. Other than the 75-85 dB interval,

the total population at all sound levels and ranges for each year is

identical for the Table 5.2 data and the Table 5.3 data.

: : The Table 5.2 data are used to obtain the noise impact estimate associated

with the no a=tlon alternative of utilizing ex_stlng cnnntructlon. The

Table 5.3 data are used to obtain the noise impact estlmate associated



with the example implementation scenario for the _CC as described above.

_"_' To do this it is necessary to estimate the outdoor-to-indoor noise+.

isolation for existing construction.

5.2 Building Envelope Noise Isolation '

The building envelope noise Isolation must be estimated for _xisting

construction. The noise isolation characteristics are described by a

distribution. This distribution represents the fraction of existing

construction exhibiting noise isolation characteristics of a given

value. The methodology described in Appendix B may be used to obtain estimates

based upon local conditions. For this example problem, it is appropriate

to use the "national average" noise isolation distribution for highway

traffic noise. This distribution is presented in Table 5.4 and is derived

in Appendix B. It incorporates assumptions concerning open and closed

[_ windows and the distribution of population between cold and warm climate

conditions. Details are discussed in the Appendix.

Comparing this distribution with the _CC requirements in Table 2.2,

it is seen that over 50 percen_ of existing construction would comply with

the minimum _CC requirement of 20 dB and less than one percent of existing

construction is estimated to exceed the _azlmumMNCC requirement of 35 dB.

The _Ignificance of this observation is that existing construction will

partly mitigate outdoor noise imstruslon when compared to the population

distzibmtimn with outdoor day-nlght sound level as required by the MNCC.

The basic assumption of this model in that the distribution of noise

isolation of existin H construction is independent of the outdoor day-nlght

sound icvcl. This ass%_ptlon is necessary since data are not available to



estlmate a relationship between outdoor day-night sound level and noise

isolation characteristics of existing construction. Since beneflts will

be estimated on an incremental or relative basis, this assumption _ay not

be expected to be too critical to the final result.

,.
5.3 Estimation of Noise Impacts

The noise impact estimate must be conducted for two alternatives:

I) the "no aetlon" alternative and 2) the adoption of noise control

requirements. The data in Table 5.2 are used to estimate the noise impact

of the "no action" alternative. The data in Table 5.3 are used to estimate'

the noise impacts associated with the adoption of the MNCC requirements as

described in Section 5.1, Further, since the MNCC requirements prohibit

construction in land areas exposed to noise levels greater than 80 de, it Is

_ necessary to estimate noise impacts for both outdoor and indoor conditions.

LJ
These estimates ere calculated for each of the years indicated in Tables

5.2 and 5.3 for each segment of the population under consideration. To assist

In ¢onduetlng these calculatlons, a worknheet has been developed. A blank

copy of the workeheet is included in Appendix C. The example data

will be used to illustrate the use of the worksheet for conducting noise

impact estimates.

5.3.1 No Action Alternative. The nolae impact estimate for the eOmaOtlon

alternative Is conducted for each year 1985 through 2010 using the data in

T_ble 5.2. Data fez the year 1995 will be used to illustrate the data

entries for the talculatlon worksheet.

k._ Table 5,5 is the completed worksheet for the no action alternative in

the year 1995. The columns under the heading "OUTDOOR" apply to the

outdoor environment and to the population exposed to the levels of

] •, ..............
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' outdoor noise. The columns under the heading "INDOOR" apply to the

: estimate of populatloe dlstrlhutlon with levels Of _ndoor noise

_-_ from outdoor sources. The population exposed to indoor noise levels is

identical to the population exposed to outdoor no_se levels. The worksheet is

used to calculate two numbers: the Level Weighted Populations based on

outdoor and indoor noise environments for the same population. (The Level

Weighted Popalatlon or LWP iS one type of noise impact indicator. Sea

Appendi_ A and References 7 & Ii).

The data entrles in the column headln R AF" are directly transcribed
exp

from Table 5.2 for the year 1995.1 The entries under the column heading

ALWPO are obtained by multiplying the APexp entries by the weighting factors

I Wo(Ldno) for each lateral of outdoor day nigh_ sound level. The weighting

I factors are described in Appendix A and are evaluated at the mid-point of the
L

; outdoor sound level interval. The total Level Weighted Population for the

,__![_ outdoor environment is obtained by summing all entries in the ALWpO
{I column. For the example in Table 5.5, this total is 3.5125 million (H) people.
!i

To characterize the indoor environment, it is necessary to estimate

[_ the distribution of population exposed to levels of indoor noise at each

level of outdoor noise. The columns under the heading "INDOOR" correspond

to levels of the building envelope noise level reduction, ALA. At the

top of each column, one enters the appropriate fraction of the building

envelope noise isolation. Since the example in Table 5.5 corresponds to

_Istimg construction, the data entries ere obtained from the distribution

given in Table 5.4

Each cell in r.hearray of Table 5.5 corresponds to an indoor noise

level due to the outdoor noise environment. The indoor level is pre-determined

i
1 A "A" prefix is used to denote a quantity based upon a population change.

ii



by the worksheet format end is denoted by the entry Ldn I. For examplet

with an outdoor environment in the interval 60-65 dB (center at 62.5 dB) and

an envelope noise level reduction in the interval 15-20 dB (center 17,5 dB)

i the average isdoor noise level is estimated to he 45 dB (62,5-17.5). For

this cell, the population experiencln s this indoor noise level of 45 dB

is estimated by multiplying the total population in the outdoor interval

} (3.21M) by the fraction of construction exhibiting the level of ooiee
I

i_olation (0.3360) to obtain the estimate 1.0786M.

This process is repeated for each cell in the array. Since indoor

noise exposures less than 45 dg are not considered to i_pact the population,

it is not necessary to completely fill the table. It is only required to

calculate the indoor population exposure for levels of indoor noise equal to

or greater than 45 dB. The total estimate of population indoor noise

exposure is then obtained at each level of indoor noise by summing each

C
_ entry in the array at each level of indoor noise exposure. In the format

of Table 5.5, the cells of constant indoor sound level are located on a

diaEonal running from upper left to lower right.

For each level of indoor day-ni_ht sound level., Ldni, the accumulated

population exposure is tabulated in the indicated column at the bottom

of the worksheet. At each indoor seund level, the exposed population

is multiplied by the indicated weighting factor for indoor noise intrusion,

Wl(Ldnl). (This weishtlng factor is also described in Appendix A.) The

resulting term is the Level Weighted Population for indoor noise exposure

at that level of indoor noise. Each of these terms is summed to obtain the

final estimate of the Level Weighted Population for the indoor noise

_._ anvlronment, ALWP I. For the example data in Table 5.5, the indoor Level Weighted

Population for indoor noise due to outdoor sources is 1.1829 M people.
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In summary, the Table 5.5 data provide two numbers: the Level

Weighted Population based upon the outdoor noise anvlronment, ALWPo=

3.5125M, and the Level Weighted Population based upon the indoor noise

environment due to outdoor noise, _LWPI- 1.1829M. These estimates are for

i the year 1995. Similar calculations are conducted for the other years

in tile time stream for the no action alternative.

5.3.2 Implementation Alternativn. The noise impact estimate for the

implementation alternative is essentially indentlcal to tha_ described for

the no-sctlo_ alternative, However, the ealoulations involve two populB_ion

e_posur_ categories for each year of the tlme-stream: population residing

in existing oons_ructlon and population residing in new construction

complying with the MNCC requirements. The population di_tributlons of

Table 5.3 are used for these estimates.

' For the y_ar 1995 and the population distribution given in Table 5.3

for the current building cede requirements (exlsting construction), the

worksheet is used _o obtain the estimates: _LWPo= 1.5575M and _LWP I

O.4362M. These data entries snd oalculation_ are illustrated in Table 5,6.

For the year 1995 and the population distribution given in Table 5,3

for the _qCC requirements_ the worksheet is used to obtain the estimates:

ALWP O- 1.9525 M and _LWPI= 0.2363 M. These dnta entries and calculations

are illustrated in Table 5.7.

I

Comparing Tables 5.5 through 5.7, it is seen thit the outdoor data

manamlpulatlo_s are identical.. However, the indoor data entries for

i• .......... .......... •



Table 5.7 are different from the entries in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The

difference is a recognition - in an accounting sense - of the MNCC..

requirements. For existing construction (Tables 5.5 and 5.6) the indoor

51 noise environment is a distribution of population exposure at each level

of outdoor noise• For the _CC requirements, the distribution is condensed

into an explicit performance range depending upon the outdoor _ole_

envirosment. For example, the I_CC requirements speelfy an envelope noise

isolatibn of 25 dB for outdoor noise in the interval 65 to 70 dg day-nlght

sound level, This requirement is reflected in the worksheet format of

Table 5.7 by a uniform allocation of the population exposed to 65 to 70 dB

outdoor levels to the two cells corresponding to indoor levels of 40 and

45 dB. Indeed, at each outdoor level interval, the _dNCC requirements

specify an indoor level ill the range of 40 to 45 dB (see Table 2.2).

i _4 With this allocation of populations the indoor Level Weighted Population
: estlmates follow in a format identlcal to that described in Sectlon 5.3.1.

The significance of the Table 5.7 calculations is tha_ the HNCC requirements

remove all indoor noise level impact estimates from consideration except

for the population exposed to indoor levels centered at 45 dB.

It may be argued that the uniform allocation for the MNCC is simply

an accounting scheme and that other allocations may be more representative of

reality. This argument ls accepted. However, the model allows the user to

incorporate his best _udgment. For example, if one assumed that buildings

deslgned to meet the MNCC would incorporate a margin so that the requirement

was always exceeded, the entire exposed population would be allocated to the

40 dB interior noise level of Table 5.7. In _his case, one would estimate

the minlnumnolselmpact for indoor noise exposure and obtain a maximum

benefit estimate. By shifting the indoor population noise exposure to



higher levels to simulate less stringent noise isolation requirements than

C"
.... the MNCC, one may still use the model. The point being made is that the r

!model accepts such variations - made at the users' Judgement - and that

variations are incorporated at this stage Of the noise impact analysis.

• _ 5.3.3 Summary of Estimates. The next stop in the analysis is to summarize

the noise impact estimates for each year in the time-stream. Based upon the

data i_ Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the noise impact estimates are summarized as

i indicated in Table 5.8. This summary indicates the relative significance of

the population noise exposure calculations for the two alternatives. The

"no action" alternatlve data of Table 5.8 represent the baseline conditions

for comparing the benefits of implementing the noise control options.

The data in Table 5.8 for the _NCC implementation scenario are

8rouped into three sets: noise impact related to existin_ construction;

noise impact related to new construction; and the total noise impact

combinin_ _hese two impact estimates. The noise impact estimates all

increase with time as indicated in Table 5.8. Hewe_er, the increase for

each 8rouping of the population result from different causes. The increases

in the ALWP values for the oo-aetion alternative result directly from

the population increases at all levels of outdoor noise exposure. For the

population residin 8 in existing construction under the MNCC implementation,

the increases in ALWP values result from population increases for people

residing in the 55-60 dB outdoor noise exposure interval, rot the

population residing in new construction, the increases in ALWP result

directly from population increases.



Comparing the _LWP 0 values in Table 5.8 for the "no action" and the

_'_ total MNCC alternatives, it is seen that there is a alight decrease in

noise impact based on the outdoor noise exposure, This is a result of
i

the prohibition of construction in areas exposed to outdoor levels greater than

80 dB as required by the MNCC. The small decrease is attributable to the

small fraction of the total population estimated to reside in lan_ areas

t exposed to levels above 80 dB (See Table 5.i).

Comparing the _LWP l values in Table 5.8 for the "no action" end the

MNCC al_eraatives, it is seen that there is a rather larg_ decrease in

noise impact based upon the indoor noise exposure. This decrease is, of

course, a result of implementing the MNCC requirements for the outdoor-

to-i_door solos isolation.

The ALWP values are one format that may be used to estimate the

benefits. An LWP value represents an absolute estimate in the sense that

:_ it attempts to establish a single number rspresentin& an equivalent

h population. Another format for astimatln E benefits, is the slngle number

c_lled the Noiss Impact Index or NII. The NII value _s the ratio of the

LWP ¸value to the total population base for the LWP estlmote. The Nil

may be presented as a fraction or a percentage as described in Appendix A.

Table 5,9 presents the summary of the population exposed, the ALWP values,

_; and the ANII values for the no action alternative of the example. The table

presents both outdoor and indoor noise impact estimates. The population

exposed values are obtained from Table 5,2. The _LWP values are obtained

from Table 5.B. The td_II values are calculated as the percentage of the

i_

/



ALWP values relative to the population e_posod. It should be noted that

the population exposed _alue represents the total population exposed to

outdoor day-nlght sound levels above 55 dB, This segment of the,population

encompasses everyon_ affected by beth th_ outdoor and the i_do_r noise

impact estimates.

At first, the ANI_ estimates in Table 5.9 may appear auprlsln s.

They are essentially constant for all years of the tlme-stzeam| The

value 0% the ANII for the outdoor impact, ANIIO, is constant at about

32.5 percent of the population exposed to outdoo_ sound levels above 55 db,

The value of the ANII for the indoor _pact, ANIII, Is constant at

about 10.9 percent. One should not, however, he too suprlsed that _hess

results are constants. This may be anticipated since the total population

growth rate in Table 5.1 is essentially constant. As a result, the ALW_

values rel%aln in almost constant proportion to the population exposed
values at each year of the tlme-stream and the _NII is slmply the

proportionality constant.

Table 5.10 presents the ANII estimates for the MNCC implementation

scenario. The values of ANII for the outdoor noise impact estimate are

essentially constant at 32.5 percent. The valueo of the ANII for the imdoor

nolselmpaet estimate, however, are decreasing wlth years In the tl_e-stream.

Thls de_rease In the dndoor noise impact, aB measured by the Noise lmpaet Index,

represents another measure of the effect of implementing the M_CC requirements.

5,4 Estimation of Benefits

The ALWP and ANII estimates summarized in Tables 5,9 and 5.10 are used

to estimate the benefits attributable to implementation of the noise control



requirements. As stated in Section 3, the term "benefit" is defined as the

_'_ decrease in the noise impact as s result of implementing the noise control

requirements. The decrease is measured relative to the noise _pact of the

no-actlon alternative at each year of the time-stream.

5.4.1 Benefit Based on Outdoor Noise Impacts. The MNCC requlrements prohibit
construction in land areas exposed to outdoor day-nlght sound levels greater

than 80 dB. The benefits attributable to this requirement are estimated

by subtracting the values for _LWP O in Table 5.10 from the values for

ALWP O in Table 5.9 for each year in the tlme-stream. Similary, one obtains

the benefit in terms of the Noise Impact lndex. The results are presented

in Table 5.11. For thls example, the benefits as measured by the change in

_LWP O or ANII O are too Inalgnlfleant to warrant any further consideration.

_i The conclusion then is that the MNCC requirements do not appear to result

;i
IS in any net benefit based upon outdoor noise exposure. This conclusion,

however, applies only to this example. A benefit analysis based upon

local conditions may result in a benefit due to the outdoor noise restrictions

of the MNCC or similar code requirements.

5.4.2 Benefit Based on Indoor Noise Impa6ts. The benefits resulting from

implementing the MNCC requirements based on the indoor noise impacts are

nstlmated as described above for the outdoor benefits. For the example

scenario, the estimated benefits are listed in Table 5.11 under the columns

headed "INDOOR". In this case, the benefits are significant for the years

1995 and beyond. The benefit estimate based upon the Level Weighted

Population continually increases as does the estimate based upon the Noise

Impact Index. For this example, the net benefit of implementing the

, _-_ MNCC requirements are estimated to be a change in Level Weighted Population



of 2.84M or a change in Noise Impact Index of 6.4 percent for the year 2010,

5.5 Interpretation of Benefit Estimates

;_ The question arises as to the significance of the benefit estimates

and the decision to implement the noise control requirements. There is,

however, no explicit criterion to apply that will indicate a benefit value

above which implementation is clearly warranted. What the benefit estimates

do indicate is that a positive benefit does result from the proposed action.

These benefits accrue to an ever-lncreaslng segment of the national

population. In Table 5.11, the column headed "Population Affected" represents

the estimated population residing in buildings incorporating the noise

control requirements. These data are obtained from Table 5.3. Hence,

implementation of the noise control requirements, based upon the example

scenario, would affect an estimated 21.07M people by the year 2010 or about

7.1 percent of the national population.

5,6 Presentation of Estimates

It is appropriate to discuss formats for presentlng results of a

benefit analysis. Tabulated data are necessary to document the inputs and

the outputs of the estimates. It will be noted that Tables 5.1 through

5.3 present data with two significant figures to the right of the decimal

point. In Tables 5.5 through 5.11, estimates are conducted to four places

to the rIsht of the decimal point. Carrying four-place decimal numbers

does not imply accuracy, however, The number of decimal places indicated in

Tables 5.5 through 5.11 is necessary to avoid errors introduced by

rounding. However, it is appropriate to present rounded numbers in the

final presentation of data such as the benefit estimates of Table 5.11.
I

Indeed, the benefit sllmmary in the fnrmat of Table 5,11 may be the only

i

:
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information required for a policy decision. Based upon the ezample estimates

_, in Table 5.11 and the above discussion, Table 5.12 is a final presentation

- of the benefit estimates. The entries in Table 5.12 are rounded from the

entries in Table 5.12 and convey the same message without implication of un-

warranted accuracy.

In addition to tabular data. graphical presentation of both the noise

impact estimates and the benefit estimates are effectivn formats. Figure

5.1 illustrates the noise impact estimates based upon the Level Weighted

Population. These results are plotted from the data in Tables 5.9 and 5.10.

Fisure 3.2 illustrates the noise impact estimates based upon the Noise

Impact Index. These results are also plotted from the data in Tables

5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.3 presents the benefit estimates of Table 5.11

for the indoor condinions, In Figures 5.2 and 5,3 it is necessary to

_ approximate the curves based on the _NI'I index between the three years

1985, 1990 and 1995. This is the transition period for the benefit analysis,

}_ and as indicated in these figures and Table 5.10, the ANII values are

significantly affected.

3.7 Single Point Benefit Estimates

It is instructive to view the benefit estimates on the basis of a

" single point benefit estimate as discussed in Section 4.1. The term

!_ single point estimate is used to denote a benefit calculation at only

onn point in the future time frame, In Section 4.1, a 20 year single point

benefit o_timatm was suggested. For the example presented here, tlle 20 year

time is measured from 1985 (the year Yl in Figure 3.1) so that the single

point estimate would be conducted for the year 2005. The question then

= arises as to the interpretation of the benefits knowing only a single

estimate.



From Table 5.12, the benefit estimates are "no change" for the outdoor

.J_ sound exposure, and for the indoor exposure, a change in Level Weighted

Population of 2.01 N and a change of Noise Impact index of 6.2 'percent.

As mentioned in Section 3.4 and indicated in Figure 3.1, the 20 year

time span is expected to be well within the range for which benefits will

continually increase. This statement, however, applies to absolute measures

of benefit such as the Level Weighted Population. For the Noise Impact

Index benefit measure, we note that this value seems to be approaching

a constant with increasing time. This constant, in the example problem,

is something slightly above the value of g percent of the population exposed

to outdoor levels greater than 55 dB.

_I Hence, as an approximation, if one conducts a single point estimate, one

should state the estimate in ter_o of the absolute measure of the Level

6_ Weighted Population emphasizing that this abeoluta measure is continually,.2L_
incneasln 8 _oportlonal to the rate of the benefit estimate baaed on the

Noise Impact Index. One may be more nonfldent, of course, if they conduct

a complete tlme-stream analysis.



Table 5.1 Estimated Population Distribution to Bighway Traffic Noise

(Reference 12).

& ,;,aa_,&JL

YEAR OF TI["_ sTREAM

Ldno
Zncet",,al 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

55-60 42.50 43.73 44.61 47.79 52.79 58.40 64.40

60-65 25.81 26.55 27.09 29.02 32,06 35.49 39.10

65-70 13.14 13.51 13.79 14.77 15.31 18.05 19,90

70-75 4.16 4.28 4.36 4.68 5,16 5.72 6.30

75-80 1.07 1,10 1.12 1.20 1.33 1.47 1,62

80-85 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.18

<55 135._ 145.3 156.2 162.0 164,1 164.8 164.9

>55 88,8 89.3 91.1 97.6 107,8 119.3 131.5

>60 44.3 45.57 46,49 49.81 55.01 60.9 67.1

TOTAL 222.00 234.60 247.3 259.6 271.9 284.1 296.4

• • ._.



Table 5.2 Estimated Change in Population Diatrlbut±on to Highway

Traffic Noise (See Table 5.i)

YEAR OF T_ME-STREAM
Ldn0

_nteIwnl 1980" 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

55-60 42.50 1.23 2.11 5.29 10.29 15.90 21.90

60-65 25.81 0.74 1.28 3.21 6.25 9.68 13.29

65-76 13.14 0.37 0.65 1.63 3.17 4.91 6.76

70-75 4.16 0.12 0.20 0.52 1.00 1.56 2.14

75-80 1.07 0.03 0.O5 0.13 0.26 0.40 0.55

80-85 0.12 0.01 O.O1 0.02 0,03 0.05 0.06

455 135.2 i0.i0 21.O0 26.80 28.90 29.60 29.70

>--55 86.8 2.50 4.30 10.80 21.00 32.50 44.70

>.OO 44.3 1.27 2.19 5.51 10.71 16.60 22.80

TOTAL 222.0 12.60 25.30 37.60 49.90 62.10 74.40

*Reference Year (Totals)



J

Table 5.3 Distribution of Population Between Construction Categories

Based Upon Example Implementation Scenario

__Ldn0 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
CBC HNCC CBC MNCC CBC HNCC CBC HNCC CBC HNCC CUC MNCC

55-60 1.23 0.0 2.11 0.0 5.29 0.0 10.29 0.0 15.90 0.0 21.90 0.0

60-65 0,74 0.0 l.Ol 0.27 1.01 2.20 1.01 5.24 1.01 8.67 1.01 12.28

65-70 0.37 0.0 0.51 0.14 0.51 1.12 0.51 2,66 0,81 4.40 0.51 6.25

70-75 0.12 0.0 0.16 0.04 0.16 0.36 0.16 0.84 0,16 1.40 0.16 1.98

75-00 0.03 . 0.0 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.i0 0.04 0.24 0,04 0.40 0.04 0.56

80-85 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.00 O,O1 0.0 0.01 0,0 0,01 0.0 0.01 O.O

<55 10,10 0.0 21,00 0.0 26,80 0.0 28,90 0.0 29,60 0,0 29,70 0,0

>55 2,50 0,0 3.84 0.46 7.02 3.78 12,02 8,98 17,63 14.87 23.63 21.07

>._60 1,27 0.0 1.73 0,46 1,73 3,78 1.73 0.98 1.73 14.87 1.73 21,07

TOTAL 12,60 0,0 24.84 0,46 33.82 3,78 40,92 8,98 47.23 14,87 53.33 21,07

Key: CBC - Current Building Code , ,
HNCC,,. Model Noise Control Code
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Table 5.4 Building Envelope Noise Isolation: National Average

for Highway Traffic Noise (See Appendix B)

Percent of Percent of Existing

Noise Isolation _xisting Construction

ALA Constroction Exceeding Lower Limit

i0-15 14 •Ol i00. O0

15-20 33.60 85.99

_i 20-25 35.54 52.39

_ 25-30 14.46 16.85

_ 30-35 2.26 2.39

35-40 0.13 0.13

40-45 0.0 0.0

_ b

il

!i_i'
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Table 5.8 CompletedWork Sheetfor Noise _mpactAnalysis:ExistingConstrueclonfor 1995

OUTDOOR INDOQR

LdnO OP _(_dnO ) _L_ Distrlbutlon of Envelope Nolae Level Reduction, AL^,dO
Intervll b4e_ t_10 Row 1_-15 d0 15-20 do 20-25 d0 25-30 dB 30-]5 dO 35-40 d0 4C-45 dO

<55 dO ?. (O._0 0 0 _,try 0.1401 O.$3b O 4.3654. _.144_ 6._22 _ O. _OV_ 0._

Ldn_ 45 dn 40 dh 35 dO 30 do 25 dO 20 dO 15 dn
55-60 dn 5.°.. _) 0.1250 O.(*_t3

A_e_p 6.'741I I.'177 4-

LdnX 50 dO 65 dn 40 dl_ 35 dB 3O dfl 25 dB 20 d_
60-65 An 1.0| 0.3750 O._?B_

_t,ozp O.14,I '_ O,'_3_4. _.3Go_O

Ldn _ 55 dB 50 dO 45 d_ 40 dO 35 dO ' 30 dfl 25 dB,
65-70d_ O.GI O.6250 0.3tB'6

_re_ 0/'TIS O,I'I 14- O,ItSV5 0.0"/3*'/

I,dn t 60 dn 55 dO 50 dO 45 dO 40 dO 3_ da 30 dO
?0-75dn O.I_ a,_750 O.t4,_@

_roxP _,_2_-_- '%_S_,'_ o,o'_G_l _,_,_-'_I _,oo3to

LdnI 65 dB 50 dO 55 dO 50 dO 45 dO 40 dO 35 dO
7_-0oda Jo,o4. t,x_5o 0,04So

80-85 40 '%01 1,3750 0.01_,_, l'dnI 70 dO 65 dn 60 dn 55 dO 50 d_ 45 dO 40 dn

Toc_t ALliPo I.'1 I.SS'IS 6Per P _,OOI_. _.O0"_- d.OO_,to 0.001_. • 0.0_?.. -- --
m

X,door D_y-Klgtlt Sou,d LeVOl. Ldn_. dB _0 d_ 45 dO 30 dB 55 dB 60 dO 65' dO 70 dO IIov

llldoor SeightinK Factor. W{{LIj/l|) 0 0.1250 0.3750 0.6250 0.8700 1.1Z30 1.3750 Total

Zndoor PopLiXal:ton _xpollad, ApexFl'#_(_'*_if'od_') Z,_.13_ I,_.55_ 0,'_'1_, _,14._q 0,03'_,4 '%0o90 0.1:=_14. 1.6S23

ltldoor L_vel. H_tl_tltO_ Population, ALI_P_ ,, o O,I_G? 0.14.00 _,O'A_I 0,0_,4_ ! _,,'_t_I 6.001_ O,4._



DR  FT
Tsble 5.7 Completed Work Sheet for NolsQ Impact Analysis:

Construction Conforming to MNCC Provisions for 1995

o_r_3R IHt_o1_

Incervat o Roy 10-15 dB 15-20 dB '20-25 dl| 25-30 dB 30-35 db _-&O dB 40-&5 dB

<5= dn 0 0 0 _.try -" -- -- -- .- .- ..

Ldn _ 4S dn 40 dB 35 dB 30 dlt 25 d_ 20 dB 15 d_
$5-60 dB 0 0.12S0 0

&Pexp _ 0

Ldn¢ 50 d8 45 dB 40 dB 35 dB 30 dB 2_ d_ 20 dh
60-55 dm _.tO 0,3750 O,ff2SO

_._exp l, IOO0 t,tOOO

Ldn! 55 dli 50 dD 45 dn 40 dB 35 dB 30 dB 25 d_
65-?0 dn |,t'/,. 0,6250 D,"?OO_

. .&Pax? o._f=oo O.=_&,oo

70-_5 d_ "_'q_ 0._]750 #_,"_t_:_O Ldt'_ 60 dD 55 d_ 50 dl_ 45 dl_ 7,0d_ 35 d_ 30 dB

.._PeXp, -- O.J_ O. i_)O0

75-60 d_ G.IO 1,1250 _.l |'Z_ Ldn[ 65 dl_ 60 dis 55 d_ 50 d_ 45 dl_ 40 da 35 dl3

.._._=FP .... 0050o o o_,o_

00-85 d_ 0 t,$150 O Ldnt 70 d_ 65 d_ 60 d_ 55 dl_ 50 d_ &5 dD 40 dr_

" " _ot=Z _w_ o M t._: _rexP ¢_ 0

Zndoo¢ D_y-Nl_h_ saund LeveL. bdnt. d_ 60 dB _5 d_ _0 d_" $_ d_ 60 d_ 65 dO 70 dS

tfldoo_ Popu1_tlon _poned, _Pexp _4_ 4_.4_ |._0_ |._0_ 0 0 0 0 (_

tndoor L_vol HolshLed Poputatton, A_Z 0 O,_ _ _ _ O O



Table 5.8 Summary of Level Weighted Population Changes for

Exsmple Benefit Analysis

NO ACTION P_CC IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIONEW CONSTR. ALL CONSTR.

ALTERNATIVE EXISTING CONSTR. ALWP'I

yEAR _LWP0 ALWPI ALWPo ALWPI AL_o AL_I _LWP°
H M M M M M M H

1965 0.8150 0.2760 0.8150 0.2768 0.0 0.0 0.0150 0.2768

1990 1.3950 0.4664 1.1600 0.3806 0.2350 0,0288 1.3950 0.4094

1995 3.5125 1.1829 1.5575 0.4362 1.9525 0.2363 3.5100 0.6725

2000 6.8200 2.2923 2.1825 0.5238 4.6325 0.5613 6,8150 1.0851

2005 10.5700 3.5566 2.8838 0.6221 7.6763 0.9294 10.5601 1.5515

2010 14.5200 4.8804 3.6338 0.7271 10.8738 1.3169 14.5076 2.0440
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Table 5.9 Noise _mpect Est_nato for the No Actlon Alternntlve

_p OUTDOOR INDOOR
exp

XEAR _55 dB _LWP O ANII O _LWP I 6NII[

M M Z M Z

1985 2.30 0,8150 32.60 0.2768 11.07

1990 4,30 1.3950 32.44 0.4664 10,85

1995 10,80 3.5125 32.52 1.1829 10.95

2000 21.00 6.8200 32.48 2.2923 10.92

2005 32.50 10.5700 32.52 3.5566 10.94

2010 44.70 14,5200 32.48 4.8804 10.92
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Table 5.10 Noise Impact Estimate for the Example

Implementation Scenario _or the _CC

T

_Pezp OUTDOOR INDOOR

YEAR _55 dB ALWPO ANIIO ALWPI ANIII
M M % ,M %

1985 2.50 0.8150 32.60 0.2768 11.07

1890 4.30 1.3950 32,44 0.4096 9.52

1995 10.80 3.5100 32.50 0.6725 6.23

2000 21.00 6.8150 32.45 1.0851 5.17

2005 32.50 10.5601 32.49 1.5515 4.77

2010 44.70 14,5076 32,46 2.0440 4.56

............. _ .................................... _................ _ ..................... .4_, k, ,, . ........... _ ......



Table 5.11 B_nefi_ Estimate_ for the Bxanple 1_tplementatlon

Scenario for the MNCC

SNDOOR Population
OUTDOOR ' Chan_e in AffeeCed

yEAR Change in Change in Change in
_LWPo _NI_0 ALWP_ ANIII (Table 5,3)
H % H % M

1985 0.0000 O.O0 O.OOO0 O.O0 O,O0

1990 0,OO00 0.OO 0.O570 1.33 0.46

1995 0.OO25 0.02 0.5104 4.72 3.7B

2000 0.0080 0.03 1.2072 5.78 8.98

2005 0.0099 0.03 2.0051 6.17 14.B7

2010 0.0124 0.02 2.8364 6._6' 21.07



Table 5.12 Preaenta£1on Format for Final Benefit Estimates

(Data Roueded from Table 5.11 Estimates)

DRAFT

Population
YEAR Change in Change in Chan_e in ChaDKa in Affected

_LWPO ANll0 ALWPI _NIII (Table 5.3)
M % M % M

1985 O.00 0.0 0.00 0.O 0.00

1990 0.00 0.0 0,06 1.3 0.46

1995 0.00 0.0 0.51 4.7 3.78

2000 O.OO" 0.0 1.21 5.8 8.98

2005 0•Ol O.0 2.Ol 6.2 14•87 •"

2010 0.01 0.0 2.84 6.4 21.07
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(a) Population Exposed to Outdoor Day-NiEht
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(a) Population Affected by _CC Example Scenario
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i: in Indoor Level Weighted Population for Years in the Time S_ream.
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6.0 CONCLUSION

.i A method is presented for estimating "benefits" related to implementing

!
noise control requlr_ments in building codes• The model applies only to the

: _ benefits resulting from the implementation of outdoor-to-indoor no_ee

I isolation. These benefits may be directly related to costs estimated using

a related model (1).

I

The benefit model allows the user to Incorperate local data and

_ alternative _eisa 18olatlon requirements appropriate to local conditions.

i.! Appendixes are included that describe the basic considerations for conducting

.!:i the noise impact estimates, estimation of noise isolation for existing con-=I

_i structlon, and a worksheet that is useful in eonductin_ the noise impact

_ (_ estimates.:i

_i A detailed example is presented in Section 5 than illustrates the steps

and considerations necessary to determine the hennfits. For this example,

a Model Noise Control Code developed for the U.N. Environmental Protection

Agency is used to illustrate how one might incorperate the varind provisions

of a candidate noise control code with tile format of the benefit model.
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_'_ APPENDIX A

ESTIMATION OF NOISE IMPACT

This appendix describes the accepted methodology for estimating the

impact of noise on a population (6,7). The methodology requires that the
,

distribution of population residing in a land area is known in terms of

the average annual day-nlght sound level. The methodology determines single

number ratings that are used to characterize the level of noise impact.

In the United States, two eomuon single number ratings are used for this

purpose: the Level Weighted Population (LNP) and the Noise Impact Indnm (Nil),

Reference 6 is a detailed de_crlption of the recommended documentation and

methodology required to determine the environmental impact of noise.

This appendix includes sufficient detail to quantify the noise impact

_; aS £equlred for the benefit model.
Q

_ A.I Population Distribution with Sound Level

;, The most difficult data accumulation task is the estimation of thei

il distribution of population in terms of the average annual outdoor day-night

sound level. This distribution is denoted aa p£(L) and provides the

estimate of the population exposed at a given outdoor day-nlght sound

level, Ldn O, The methodology is be.sad upon the average annual day-night

;:_ sound level at a person's place of residence (6,7) even though a person

will not spend their entire doy at their place of residence. These
q

considerations are incorporated into the weighting functions described in

the following section.

For n population exposed to a range of day-night sound levels, the

total population exposed is determined from the population distribution,



......T
p£(L), using the expression:f--

N

Pexposed " _ P£(Lel)_L i (A-l)i-i

i where i denotes an interval of Ldn 0 •

; " - Li, dgALi Li+I

Lei = (Li÷1 + Li)/2, dg.

!

i The form Equatlon (A-l) most readily
Of is the usesbl_ for practical

_; applications. For constant intervals, the above result is simplified to:

_i Pexgosed _ P£(Lci)BL (A-2)i-1

?

iI where AL is a constant.

The maxlmumvalue of AL teen.needed for evaluation of environmental nolse

impacts is 5 dE (6). If the entire range of sound levels used in Equations

(A-l) or (A-2) encompasses the entire population, then the exposed

populatlon equals the total population.

A.2 Weighting Functions

Since the population under consideration is exposed to a range of

day-nlght sound levels, it is necessary to incorporate thla variation

into the noise impact analysis. This is done by introducing weighting

. _j functions that attempt to determine an equivalent effect of noise at
L

÷-
i . various levels. Consldcrable effort has gone into d_ve]optn s walghtlns
i

functions appropriate to different eatesorles of noise exposure (6,11,13,14).

i?



For the purposes of the present model, a simplified weighting function is

utilized. This simplified weighting function is defined by the relationships

i (6) :

_ Wo(Ldno) - 0 Ldn 0 _ 55 (A-3a)

•. Wo(LdnO) - (Ldn0 - 55)/20. 55 _ Ldn 0 _ 85 ". (A-3b)

!)'
Wo(Ldno) = ii5 Ldno" _ 85 (A-3c)

!;

i;

_ where Ldn 0 is the outdoor day night sound level.
;I

];i To evaluate the effect of noise indoors due to outdoor sources, it is

!_i necessary to shift the description of the outdoor Ldn scale to a scale

:'_ of indoor Ldn values. As described in Appendix g. it appears reasonable_f

[._, _,W to assume a shift of 12.5 dgA corresponding to the center of the i0 to

_ 15 dgA interval of building envelope noise isolation. Physically. this

means that a residence located in an outdoor environment of Ldn O- 55 dg would

5! correspond to an acceptable condition with windows open.

.i

, Denoting the indoor weighting function by WI(L). the appropriate form

!_ for the indoor envirorunent due to outdoor solse sources is:

t
< - 0
Ii WI(Ldnl) Ldnl _ 42.5 (A-da)
i

Wl(Ldnl) - (Ldn I - 42.5)/20, 42.5 _ Lds I < 72.5 (A-db)

Wi(Ldnl) - 1.5 Ldn I _ 72.5 (A-do)

_: where Ldn 1 is the Indoor dsy-night sound level due to outdoor noise.

i,

I
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The relationship between the outdoor day-nlght sound level and the

indoor day-nlght sound level due to outdoor noise is: '.

.! ALA = Ldn 0 - Ldnl, dg• (A-5)

where ALA is the noise level reduction provided by the building envelope.

A.3 Level Weighted Population

The Level Weighted Population or LWP is a single number defining the

" equivalent or effective population exposed to a range of environmental.t

_ noise levels. The functional definition of LWP is (6,7):

N

LWP - [ pg(Lci)W(Lel)_L (A-6)
i-I

_. where p£(Lci) is the distribution of population exposed to day-night

sound levels in the interval Li+ I - Li (See Eqn (A-2))

i_ W(Lci) is the weighting function

Lcl " (Li+1 4.Li)/2

The form of Equation (A-6) assumes a constant interval, _L, of

day-nlght sound level• If outdoor day-night sound levels are appropriate,

one uses the weighting function given by Equation (A-3). For indoor

day-night sound isvels, one uses Equation (A-4) for the weighting function

to determine the LWP.

i

I



A.4 Noise Impact Index

_'_ The Noise Impact Index or NIl is a relative single number index useful

in comparing one noise environment to another (6). The Nil is deflned

!! in terms of the LWP and the population exposed as:

Nil = LWP/Pe_pose d, .. (A-7)

A.5 Observations

Formally, the distribution of population exposed st a given level of

envirosmQntal noise, p_(L) , has dimensions of "people per dg" as seen from

Equation (A-2). For constant intervals of noise ezposure, it is co_on

practice to aggregate data on the basis of the term pZ(Lcl)AL which

has units of people. Similarly, the dimension of the Level Weighted

Population is "people" since the weighting functions are dimensionless. The

',_ Noise Impact Index is s dimensionless number since it is the _atlo of the LWP

nstlmate to the population exposed.
l

,,!_ One additional comment concernlng notation is necessary. The henefit

modal utilizes chan_es in population noise exposure to estimate benefits.

In the report, the notation APex p is used to denote the change _n

population sole8 exposure. To denote the LWP and NII estimates for the

change in populatlonexposure, the notation _LWP end ANII is used.

The values of 6LWP and ANll nre not changes in these quantities hut

denote LWP or NIl estimates for the change in population noise exposure,

APex p"

i

I
I



This appendix describes the basis for estimating the noise isolation

of existing construction. First, the method used to develop the distri-

butions of envelope noise isolation required for the noise impad_

worksheet is presented. These distributions, or available local data_

may then be used to estimate an annual averaze or composite noise

isolation distribution. The composite or average distribution represents the

weighting of the envelope noise isolation on the basis of time to account

for variations between the "closed window" and the "open window" conditions.

" B.I Classification of Site Conditions
:[
5

_ The noise isolation distributions developed for this model are based

}i '_ upon the data of Reference 15 and the assumption of a normal distribution

I" of the .A-weighted noise isolation. Sutherland has developed the estimates
i
31
,, for the mean value and the standard deviation of the A-weighted noise

_ isolation provided by building envelopes (iS). These empirical data

are divided into three groupings accordlng to the dominant exterior

_j noise source, the climatic region, and the window condition. The groupings

e are as follows:

I (1) Dominant Exterior Noise Source

(a) aircraft

,_ (b) highway traffic

(c) average urban noise

!i
(2) Climatic Region

• (a) cold (Average January Temperature below 2°C (36°F))

(b) warm (Average January Temperature above 2"C (36"F))



(3) Window Condition

(s) closed

(b) open

The technical basis for thls classlfloatlon is the recognition that

the envelope A-welghted noise isolation depends upon the noise source

(spectral effects), the building construction, and the extent t_.which

the shell is open to the environment (15,16,17).

The dominant source of exterior noise given above recognizes the

differences in frequency content among different noise source categories.

This grouping accounts for the frequency dependence of both the noise

source, the envelope construction, and the receiving room sound absorption,

The two brood categories for climatic region attempt to account for

i_:. _ construction dlffarsnces attributable to the thermal performance of the

envelope, These differences may be attributed to both the thermal

insulation (cavity filling, storm windows, etc,) and to the sealing of

:2
gaps end cracks (air infiltration). Both of these broad considerations

affect the noise imsulatlon of the envelope (18). The available data

allow the estimation of the average noise isolation only for the two

ii categories of climate indicated. The term "cold" refers to geographic

,,; areas for which the average January temperature is below 2aC (36"F), The

!:, term "warm" refers to geographic areas for which the average January

temperature is above 2°C (36°F).

;' The effect of an open window or a closed window on the noise isolation

. _ of the building envelope is obvious. Open windows in a room represent a

lower limit to the degree of noise isolation that may be experienced by the

occupant, It is necessary to include Open window conditions since it



cannot he assumed that the envelope will be sealed on an annual basis.

The first step in estimating the average noise isolation 'of existing

construction is to de_ermln_ the dominant noise source for the land area

_, under consideration. Once this is done, the next step is to determine the

mean value and the standard deviation of the noise isolatlon-welghted for

i climatic conditions and assuumed open/closed window conditions appropriate

to the local environment.

B.2 Mean Value and Standard Deviation

Table B.I lists the mean value and the standard deviation for each

of the slz site conditions described above. These values must then be

adjusted to account for the climatic conditions and the open/closed window

condition. Baaed upon the average January temperature for the locality,

_ the mean value and the standard deviation for the envelope noise levelJ

roduetlon is selected. It is now necessary to estimate the percentage of

time that windows are open and closed for the locality for the entire

.year. This percentage of time is a local consideration.

2

With these data, the average values of the mean noise isolation and

the standard duration are obtained using the following expressions:

(_LA)avg " Popan (ALA)open + (i - Popen) (AhA)eloaed (B-l)

_nvg = gelosed (B-2)

where P is the fractlon of timo that the windows are estimated
open

to be open during the year.



Table B.1

Mean Value and Standard Deviation of Envelope Noise Level Reduction:

Existing Construction (Re_ereace 15 and as noted)

Domlnun= Exterior Climatic Windows Closed Windows Open

Noian Source Condition _LA O _LA O

Airern£t Cold 27.6 5.2 18.4 5.1

Airera£t Warm 26.4 4.8 12.1 4.4 :.:_

lllghway Cold 23.0 4.9 12.6 4.1 [_

lllghway Warm 25.0 4.7 i0.5s 4.O_

Urban Cold 24.5 5,0* 12.0 4.0*

Urban Warm 23.0 5,0' i0.0 3.0'

4

Assumed Value
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For example, assume that the site is exposed dominantly to highway noise

_/ and that the appropriate climatic eonddtlon is cold. Further, it is

estimated that open window conditions exist for 50 percent of the year

(closed conditions apply to both heating and cooling time periods). From

i Table B.I, the data are:
i (ALA)open - 12.6 dg "

(ALA)elosed = 23.0 dB, Oclosed - 4.9.

Then_ the annual average mean value and standard deviation are:

(ALA)avg - (0.50)(12.6) + (0.50)(23.0) -17.8, dg.

o - 4.9, dB.
_:] avg

[!

_ The reason for holding the standard deviation for the average

i;_ annual ¢onditlon constant at the closed-window value will be discussed
i

below in relation to the estimate for the distribution of envelope noise
L;

Ij level reduction.

B.3 Distribution of Envelope Noise Level Reduction

St in assumed that the distribution of the values of the building

envelope noise level reduction is described by a Gaussian or Normal

Distribution (19,20). This distribution is completly described by the

mean value and the standard deviation. Further, the necessary numerlcal

values are eztansively tabulated. The next step in determining the

distribution in to aggregate the data in intervals of A-weighted noise level

reduction consistent with the intervals used to define the distribution

C
of population to outdoor day-nlght sound levels. For the present model

and consistent with recommended practice (6), the intervals selected are



5 dB intervals.

For this data aggregation, it is necessary to recognize that the
II

open window condition represents a lower limit to the envelope noise level

I_!_,_ reduction. This consideration is incorporated by assuming thai'the lower

tail of the normal distribution is totally aggregated in the Interval

10-15 dB. Physlcally_ this attempts to approximate the lower limiting

• _ condition for the average noise level reduction of the envelope with open
[i

_i windows.

f;

!', The procedure used to aggregate data is best described by an example.

Lj First, it is appropriate to define the terminology used, The normal

S_ _,_. distribution of the envelope noise level reduction is defined as:

J

ii p(AL) - EXP[-i2"CAL)/2I/2V_,c (B-3a)

_! where £(_L) - [BLA- (_LA)avg]/Oavg. (B-3b)

The aggregate or fraction of _he distribution between t_o Values of 6L

is determined by the area under she p(_L) curve between the two values.

The functional expression is:

_2
A_ - _ p(x)dx,., (B-4)

where p(x) is given by Equation (B-3a),£1, £2 are the limlts on the

interval.



,

Far the normal distribution, the values of AP are determined using

tabulated values of p(£) as:

AP = P(£2) - P(_l) (B-5)

where P(£) = _£ pCx)dx.

t

;?

_ Values of P(£) are extensively tabulated (19,20). The above procedure is,

again, best illustrated by an example. The previous example estimated the

_ average annual mean noise level reduction as 17.8 dB with a standard

deviation of 4.9 dB, Table B.2 illustrates the steps necessary to obtain

i_i the distribution of the A-welghted envelope noise level reduction for this

_ example. The values of £ aru calculated using the definition in Equation

<:

+ (g-3b) and the values of (_LA)avg and _avg0 Tile values of P(i) are

:}! obtained from tabulations (20). The remaining calculations are
.++

_} simple aggregations of the data. The only special note to make is

that the value of _p(%) co=respondlng to _LA 15 is totally aggregated!-

!

iI into the interval of 10-15 de. The distribution obtained in Table g.2

_ is illustrated in _igure g.1

_ B.4 Estimates of National Average Diatrlbution

_i The data in Table B.I for the mean values and the standard deviation
9

i for the si_ site conditions were used to develop distributions fat the

closed window condition. The procedure described above was used to

:! - obtain these estimates. The results are presented in Table g.3. Further,

:: distributions corresponding to "national average" noise level reduction
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Figure B.I Envelope Noise Level Reduction Dlstributlon for Data in Table B.2



Table B.3

percentage Distribution of Envelope Noise Level Reduction for

_isting Construction

_LA'.-. J-

WINDOWS CLOSED

Aircraft Noise llighwayNoise Urban Noise

_LA Climate Climate Climate

Internal C_Id Warm Cold Warm Cold Wazm

10-15 0.78 0.87 5.16 1.66 2.87 5.57

15-20 6.43 8.31 21.93 12.80 15.54 21.95

20-25 25.64 29,41 58.82 15.54 35,57 38,11

25-30 36.87 38.75 26,45 35.54 32.45 26.38

30-35 24.5Q 18.99 6.93 12.80 11.78 7.26

35-60 6.91 3.44 0.58 1.59 1.69 0,79

40-_5 O.87 O.23 O.03 0.07 0.10 0.03

Mean 27.6 26.4 23.0 25.0 2_.5 23.0

Std Deviation 5.2 _.8 4.9 4.7 5.0* 5.0s

e Assumed values.



were also estimated. These estimates are based upon the methodology

suggested by Sutherland (15). To obtain these estimates, it is assumed

that 80 percent of the population lives in a cold climate wit h windows

open 20 percent of the time and that 20 percent of the population lives

in a warm climate with windows open 50 percent of the time. This population

allocation and fraction of time for open windows is sugsested by

Sutherland to be representative of the national conditions (15)_"

:: :, Equations (B-l) and (B-2) are used with the data in Table B.1 to

: estimate the composite mean noise level reduction, gqn (B-l), and the

standard deviation, Eqn (B-2), for aircraft noise, highway noise, and
t4

urban noise. The methodology described in Section B.3 is then used to

' obtain the distribution for each category of outdoor noise. The results

nre presented in Table B.4, For the urban noise environment, Sutherland

: _ used an average mean noise level reduction of 21 dB with a standard

_i _ deviation of 7 in his development. The distribution corresponding to

these data are also presented in Table B.4.

One may use the distributions presented in this appendix to estimate

the indoor noise impact for existing construction or develop distributions

based upon local conditions. The notional highway traffic noise

distribution in Table B.4 is used in Section 5 for the example benefit

analysis. Tf the closed window conditions are used rather than a composite

of open/closed conditions, one is assuming that the existing construction

provides the mo.ximum possible noise level reduction on an annual basis,

The baseline noise impact estimate for this condition will he less than

an estimate assuming an open/closed condition. AS a result, the

benefit (decrease in impact) of implementing noise control requirements in

_he building code will also decrease,

:[ ..........
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Table B.4

Percentage Distribution of Envelope Noise Level Reduetlen

National Averages for Existing Construction

ALA Aircraft highway Urban Urban
Interval Noise Noise Noise Noise (i)

10-15 3.14 14.01 11,90 19.49

15-20 15.80 33.60 30,96 24.94

20-25 40.93 35.54 36.53 27.14

25-30 26.12 14.46 17.17 18.58

30-39 12.04 2.26 3,20 7.57

35-40 1.85 0.13 0,23 1.94

40-49 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.34

Meo_ 24.5 20.3 20.9 21,0

Bid. Dev. 5.1 4.9 5.0 ?.0

(i) Sutherlandls ostlmate - Reference 15.

................. ................. . . • .... ¸.4¸• • •
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APPENDIX g

_"_._ WORKSHEET FOR NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Tables 5.5 through 5.7 illustrate a worksheet format for coodutting

;/ i _ th_ _°i_ _ac_' "_alysl" re_'Ired t° _sti_ate _h_ _e°_i_' °f i_Ipl_eo_in_

noise control requirements for the building envelope. This app_di_

[_ is a blank copy of this workaheet for users that desire to follow

the format illustrated in Soction 5. The worksheet format wa_ first

I suggested by Sutherland (15).

r_

)i

i



Table C,I Blank Work Sheet for Noise Impact _sClmates

OUTt_QR T?_nR

_dnO _P_xp Wo(LdnO) _LWPo Vlntribu_lon of _nwlopu Huine Level R_duction, ALA,dnlntQcvnl nov 10-15 d_ 15-20 dis 20-25 d_ 2_-_0 dn 30_35 dB 35-_0 dn 40-45 d_

<55 dn 0 n _ntt-/
i

_dni _§ d6 40 dB 35 d_ 30 dil 25 dB 20 dB IS d_
55-60 dB 0.1250

_Pexp

_dn_ 5D d_ 45 d_ 40 d_ 35 d_ )0 d_ 2_ d_ 20 do
_0-6S dB 0,37_0

_P_xp

_dn_ 5S d_ _0 dn 45 dD 40 dB _ d_ _0 d_ 25 d_
65°70 dD 0,62_0

_exp..l,

Ldn! 60 d_ 55 d_ 50 d_ _ dn _0 d_ 3_ d_ 30 dn
70=?_ d_ 0.0?50

_dn! 65 dn 60 d_ _§ d_ 50 dB 45 d_ 4_ d_ 3_ _D
7_-80 d_ 1.12S0

5P_xp

_.door _y-_i_ht _uund L_v_l. Ld_i, d, 40 dB 45 dD 50 dB _ d_ 60 dB 65 d_ 70 d_ _ov

Indoor _l_i._ Factor. WT(_¢n|) 0 0.12_0 0°3?$0 0.6250 '_,B?50 1.1_50 1°3750 ' Tota!

_nduor Popula_ion_poaod, _exp

_ndoor _evel W_t_tlt_d Popula_ion, _Lk_P! 0


